Introduction
Toward 1966-1967, M. S. Baouendi, [1] , has considered the boundary value problem and hypoellipticity on essentially the operators P -Dl + y 2k Dx, k=l, 2, -". Shortly later, V. V. Grushin introduced in the papers [8] and [10] a wide class of degenerate elliptic operators including the above operator P with three conditions for them to be hypoelliptic. After then there have been investigated the problem of analytic and non-analytic hypoellipticity of the Grushin operators, (cf. [19] , [2] , [9] , [27] , [28] , [30] , [31] , [11] ).
The aim of this paper is to give a nearly complete answer to this problem by expanding the idea developed in [10] to utilize the operator-valued pseudodifferential operators. Such a method might be called a kind of separation of variables in x and y. The Gevrey index of each Grushin operator may be determined depending on the quasihomogeneity condition of the symbol, (cf. Condition 1.1, Condition 6.1 and Condition 7.1 and Theorem 1.2, Theorem 6.1 and Theorem 7.1 respectively). We treat the Grushin operators dividing into three groups. The operators in the first group introduced in § 1 including the above operator P are analytic hypoelliptic in the space of hyperfunctions % as mentioned in Theorem 1.2. The operators in the second and the third group are Gevrey hypoelliptic in the corresponding ultradistribution spaces ® {5K , (0> 1) and treated similarly as those of the first group, (cf. Theorem 6.1 and Theorem 7.1). In § 2~ § 4, we prepare necessary steps to prove these three theorems. In § 2, it will be shown that any eigenfunction of Grushin operators of the form (2.1) satisfying ellipticity condition (2.2) belongs to the jJ-space of Gel'fand-Shilov, (in fact ^i/ ( 
d+^). This fact (especially l=^+j^) plays an
Communicated by T. Kawai, December 25, 1996 . Revised April 8, 1997. 1991 Mathematics Subject Classification (s): 35, 46, 47 *Department of Mathematics, Meijo University, Nagoya 468, Japan E-mail address: tadato@meijo-u.ac.jp important role. In § 3, we shall derive precise estimates of the pseudoinverse of a Grushin operator as a symbol of an operator-valued pseudodifferential operator. The notion of pseudoinverse was first introduced in [8] . Actually it is shown to be a symbol of (p, «5) -type. Therefore, we can apply the Gevrey calculus developed so far for the ordinary pseudodifferential operators, (cf. [12] , [20] , etc.) . We shall give some microlocal preparation for hyperfunctions and ultradistributions in § 4, where the heat kernel method will be needed, (cf. [22] , [24] , [25] ). In §5, the proof of Theorem 1.2 will be completed by using these preparations. In § 6, we shall consider the operators of the second group whose typical example is given by L == D%+ (x 21 + y 2k ) D|, (/, k -l, 2, •••). Gevrey index for L is given by ff~ HI +/?/-*. (cf-Theorem 6.1). In § 7, we shall investigate the third group which is represented by an example M = E% + y*E%+Dl (fc=l, 2, -). Gevrey index for M is given by 6=1+ k. Grushin operators in the above three groups are considered to be some freezing operators at the origin of more general differential operators with analytic coefficients. In § 8, we shall mention about natural extension of these operators.
Finally we note that for the example M given above, Gevrey index 0=l + k is optimal by the result of [11] , where is constructed a function u-u (x, y, z) satisfying the equation Mu -0 in a neighborhood of (0, 0, 0) €E U 3 
We first consider the operator with the polynomial coefficients in y:
where m is a positive integer and ft is a rational number with tcm a positive integer fixed. The symbol of the operator P is given by (1.2) We suppose the following three conditions on P. Condition 1.1.
(quasihomogeneity) The symbol of the operator P possesses the following property of quasihomogeneity:
( where u (x, y) e« (Q) and /Or, y) e^ (Q) . T/i*n % Or, y) ^^ (Q) .
Remark. We denote by S(0) the space of hyperfunetions in 0 whose definition will be given in § 4. § 2 0 & -spaces of Gel'fand-Shilov the
We fix the parameter a), \a)\ = l, in (1.6) and we rewrite it as
Then the ellipticity condition 
Next by the Grushin inequality (2.5)
As for the last member in the right-hand side of the above inequality we have the estimate
We have The estimate (2.9) is derived by the same method as above by using the Grushin inequality (2.5) with An = 0.
We shall derive shortly the inequality (2.10) from the estimate (2.9). The estimate (2.9) can be modified as 
There is a positive constant C such that
Proof. The estimate (3.1) can be derived only by using the transformation y-y'\^\ l/(l+K} in the estimate (2.5) and by the condition 1.3.
We denote by
as usual Then we can derive the following estimates from (3.1):
llP^Cy, ?,D)u|| Grushin, [7] , has shown that the index of the operator P(y, ?, D y ) is equal to zero when n>l under the conditions 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3. When n -1, the index of the operator P(y, ?, D) is not necessarily equal to zero, depending on the topological characteristics of the symbol P(y, ?, 77). We remark that transpose *P(y, ?, D) also satisfies the conditions 1.1 and 1.2.
Theorem 3,3. (0 In the case n>l, there is an inverse G (?)
, ?, D) such that
(ii) In tfie case n = 1, let H (?) &£ £/i£ orthogonal projection mi the kernel of 
Proof, (i) The case n>l. By using the relations (3.3) and (3.4) we have
from where we obtain immediately the estimates of the kind (3.7) by induction procedure.
(ii) The case n = l. Let II be the orthogonal projection on the null space of 'P(y, o>, D), (f e/Z*, o> = ?/|?|) in L 2 (R y To apply the formula of Faa di Bruno we need the following combinatorial lemma which follows from a particular application of the above formula.
Lemma 3«2 a (cf. [17] ) For each positive integer n and positive real number R,
holds, where k = ki+k z~\ -----^~k n and the sum is taken over all k\, k z , °°\ k n for which
Now by using the relations (3.5) and (3.6), we can legitimate the following formula
This yields the estimates of the kind (3.7) by applying the estimates (3.2) and (3.10). Q.E.D.
We remark that the estimate (3.7) means G (f ) is a symbol of an operator- We denote by ® {s}/ (Q) and 8 {s} ' (Q) the strong dual spaces of ® {5} (Q) and <? {s} (Q) respectively. Let u ^f § {s} ' (R n ) with the support contained in a compact set K, (s>l). Then for any h>0 there is a constant C>0 satisfying Uj=u k in Q; n Q£, for all j and fe.
Next we recall the n-dimensional heat kernel, (n>l): The following local expression formula of hyperfunctions plays an essential role in the microlocal calculus, (cf . [22] , [33] ) :
Let uGA' [K] . Then for any x^R n and 5>0 we have where we assume w^S(Q) and/^^(0) which denotes the set of all real analytic functions on Q. According to the ellipticity of P for y =£0, u (x, y) must be real analytic in 0\{(x, 0); x^M k }, and the operator P is partially elliptic with respect to y everywhere, so that there is no analytic wave front set of u in the direction (0, 0; £ )?), M>df for any fixed c>0, (cf. [22] , [24] ). Therefore, in order to prove the analyticity of u in a neighborhood of the origin, it will be sufficient to prove that there is no analytic wave front set of u in the direction (0, 0; f, 0), Example 6 6 L The operators a ' * satisfy all the above conditions with tc = k, a=k/l and x-x from which we have 0=l(l+k)/{l(l + k) ~k}. When / = fe=l t we have (9^2 which is known the optimal index in this case by the result of G. Metivier, [27] . We note that there is no ^''-variable in these cases. If we consider the operators The proof of Theorem 6.1 can be obtained by the similar process as to prove Theorem 1.2 given in §3, §4 and §5. We need to prepare some corresponding steps. First by the conditions 6.1 and 6.2, we can see that L is partially elliptic in the y -direction. Therefore, it will be sufficient to prove Gevrey hypoellipticity for L of the index {6} in the x-direction.
For each £^JR fe \0, we consider Then comparing the quasihomogeneous order of x v~^yr^a with that of the right hand side of (6.7), we easily obtain the estimates of type (6.7). The proof of the above theorem can be completed easily by using (6.7) and the following lemma. We remember that II (x', f) is given by a Dunford integral:
where F is a circumference of sufficiently small radius z\ -e depending on x', (cf. [5] ) , from where we can see that II Or', f) is analytic in x and £. On the other hand, concerning with *L, we have the inequality of the kind (6.6) replacing the right-hand side with c.y, ..u. u
Now let it (x', y) ^j$ (x', 1,2 OR?)) be a solution of the equation
Then by iterating the above inequality, we have the estimates of the following type: The proof will be carried out by the similar method as in the proof of Theorem 1.2 given in §5. We suppose that u and/^g w (Q) and/eg<* } in a neighborhood of (0, 0) ^0, The third group looks similar to the first group in appearance, but the condition of quasihomogeneity is different. We write (x, y) &M k+n = M N and.x = Or', x"). In this case there are always the variables x and x" so that N>3. Let m be a positive integer and K be a rational number with Km a positive integer. We consider the operator 
2 satisfy all the above three conditions with K=k and ;r'=x, x"=z. When fe = l, we have 6=2 which is known the optimal index by the result of Baouendi-Goulaouic, [2] and also we refer to [15] , p.310. For general integer k, it turns out that the index 0=1+ fe is also optimal by the result of [11] and [31] as was mentioned in the introduction.
The proof of Theorem 7.1 is obtained by the quite similar steps of those of Theorem 1.2 and Theorem 6.1. We need only the following preparations. 
C\\M(y, ^D
We also denote by
, 0 e Z*+. Then we can derive the following estimates from (7.5) by using the quasihomogeneity. (iii) 7n anv cas^ n^:l, there are constants Co and Ci such that
Proof. Only the case n = l need to be verified. The null space of *M(y, f, Dy) is finite dimensional, whose functions satisfy the estimate of the type (2.9). For f = (f , ?") ^R\ we define the quasihomogeneous function (7.12) |f| x ={£2« + ... + £2,*+&Ŝ ince Km is a positive integer by assumption, this is analytic outside of the origin. Now for a)^R k such that |a>| x = l take any function it (y) satisfying the equation
Then for f = U 1+ *o/, 2a)") we can easily verify that 'M(y, £D,,)ttUu)=0 in IS.
That is to say, we have
Observing that the following type of the estimate (7.14)
ae Z ? ;, |?|>1, holds (cf. [13] ) and by using again the formula of Faa di Bruno as in § 3, we obtain the estimate of the type Remark 8.2. For the operators L and M in the second and third groups respectively, the similar discussion as above works well and we obtain the same assertions of Theorem 6.1 and Theorem 7,1 for the corresponding general differential operators with real analytic coefficients.
